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THE PURPOSE OF THE REPORT
Anybody who had visited Istanbul in the last cent~ry could easily
have come to the _conclusio n that Turkey, like England, was o nation
of shopk.eepers. lndeed, Istanbul, then the capital of .the Ottoman
Empire, was and had been tor centuries one, of the biggest wholesale
and retail centres of the world. However, it would have been more
accurate to have termed the Istanbul is (anitons of shopkeepers» tor
trade, which was in the hands of what we today would term small
businesses, was conducte d by Greeks, Armenians, Jews, Italians and
indeed all the nationalit ies that made up thH cosmopo litan populatio n
of Istanbul.
Of these nations, the Turks themselves were probably least involved with trade. in fact, in 1908, when o Turk opened o shop in
Beyoğlu, it was the occasion of surprise and amazement. Trade was
not considered a suitable professio n tor Turks.
Following the war of Independence (1919 - 19'22), there was o
major exchange of populatio n with Greece. At the same time, Turkev's
borders became barriers to foreign investmen t and exploitati on. Thus,
over the years, since the foundatio n of the Republic in 19·23, there
grndual exodus of non-Turks who had virtually held
has been
o monopoly over business.

a

in 1923, Turkey had virtually no industrial basis and it was one
of the primary objectives of governme nts to build up industries such
as steel productio n and cloth productio n. This was done, by the policy
of «statism» or government-run industry. Wholesal ing and retailing
gradually came into the hands of Turks themse!ves as small private
businesses. By 1960, 70 % of · industrial productio n was stili state ~
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owned and run. Since then, the ·percentage of privately - owned in·dustry has increased; but the state-sector still holds about 50 %.
Since 1960, Turkey has witnessed the growth of large privately-owned
corporations, many of which are highly diversified. The importance
of the year 1960, is that it provided a watershed in the economic
history of Turkey; the importance being that in that year the con~ept
of o centralised planning organization was put forward. The plan,
tor the future economic development of Turkey, was determined then,
and this plan was to remain despite several changes of government.
The central feature of the plan was the protection of Turkish industry
from foreign competition. However, under the present government,
the plan has, to ali intents and purposes, been abandoned. Now,
Turkey's doors' are open to foreign imports and special efforts are
being · made to reduce the . state-owned sector of industry by encouraging private industry.
One of the main problems frustrating this attempt is ,merely lack
of knowledge about small businesses, which, because of their differing natures, need a particular effort to classify them and identify
their particular problems and come up with solutions for them.
The lstanbul Chamber of Commerce is presently attempting to·
conduct a survey of these · businesses, in order to propose steps
which may be taken to foster their developn:ıent. lts interest in small
businesses, especially in their management and their financing, is
based of three axioms :
Firstly, it believes that big businesses start but as small businesses, and that it is important to foster good economic and managerial shills at this stage, so that when these businesses develop
into larger businesses, they will be well - managed.
Secondly, the Chamber of Commerce wishes to establish mechanism.s for supporting the auto-financing of small businesses and
provide for theJr means.
Thirdly, it is held that small businesses should continue to play
a proportionately important role in the industrial spectrum of Turkey,
and that this role should increase proportionately in size with the
growth of Turkish industry as a whole.
The most difficult problem the lstanbul Chamber of Commerce ·
met was simply one of defiriition. What constitutes q small business?
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Obviously, international standards do not exist, for, each country
defines its own small businesses according to the condition prevailing
in that country. Two ·definitions already existed for Turkey, one drawn
up by the Turkish lnstitute of Statistics and another by The Turkish
People's Bank (Halk Bankasi). According to the State lnstitute of
Statistics, small businesses were detined in three categories :
(1) A business in retailing and/or wholesaling was defined as
small it its turnover was less than 20,000,000 Turkish Lira, for businesses outside lstanbul and 50,000,000 for businesses in lstanbul,
in 1981. (in 1981 the rate of exchange was approximately 100 Turkish
Ura to the US Dallar.) These figures are to be revised in .1986, in the
course ot which year the rate of exchange passed the 600 TL to
the US $ Mark).
(2) The manufacturing sec.tor, where small businesses were
defineci asthose businesses which employed 10 workers or less. in
1984 this figure. was revised upwards to 25 workers or less, ond will
probqbly be further revised in the near: future. ·
· (3) The service sector, where businesses were detined in 1980
as small, if the turnover was less than 5 million Turkish Lira. Ex;.
ceptions to this are hotels which are defineci as small if they have
less than 200 beds, and restaurants if they have less than 100 tables.
The People's Bank, on the other hand, defines a small manufacturing enterprise as thaf which. employs less than 50 workers or
of which its manufacturing ant is valued at less than 120 million
Turkish Lira. The differing criteria obviously reflect the different purposes for which the categories have been created. While. the government is interested in classifying small businesses tor statistical purposes, the bank is mainly concerned in establishing a category within
which it can lend money using the manufacturing plant's collateral.
These defin_
i tions contrast graphically with the criteria used by
the small business administration in the U.S.A. According to the
Small Business Administration (SBA), a business may be considered
small, even if its turnover is as much as 7.5 million US Dollars in
the retailing sector, 8 million in the services sector and 22 million in
wholesaling. As for manufacturing, .the SBA considers any industry
with less than 1500 employees a small business {"). While these
(*) The figures tor the SBA, have been drawn from the encyclopae-dia of
Professional Manageme_
nt, edited by L. R. Bitte! (Volume 2, Danbury, Conn .. 1978)
pp. 1099- 1100.
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figures are grossly divergent, reflecting the relative state of Turkish
and US industry, it is interesting to note that in both countries the
criteria tor retail, ,wholesale and services is based on turnover, w·hile
that of the manufacturing sector is based on the number of employees.
For the preliminary investigation carried out by the Chamber of
Commerce. it was dec.~ded that any definition of a small business
made before the research was to be carried out, would prejudics
the main report itself. it was therefore decided that the business
investigated in the preliminary report could be any business which
was not obviously o big business. From the statistical returns of
these business, would emerge a definition of small and big businesses.
This definition will determine the framework within which the
main report is to be carried out.
THE NATURE OF THE REPORT

,

Bearing in mind that the Chamber ·of Commerce was intent on
investigating the main problems facing small businesses and the
way in which it, as an organisation, could help to overcome them,
the report had to determine o number of questions, which teli into
18 topics, of which ten were to do with management _and eight were
concerned with finance. Details of the following topics were elicited
from each business.
Mana,gement Related Topics

(1) The legal status of the business
(2) Whether the management of the business was entirely within
the hands of one family.
(3) Cultural, traditional, regional and religious factors which
influence the running of the business. (in order to illustrate the importance of these factors, it is sufficient to cite the question of interest
on loans. Due to the high rate of inflation in Turkey, the period tor
which credit is given, is a crucial facto.r in. any negotiations. Strict
Muslims are preculuded from accepting interest Ond have to devise
particular arrangements tor what would othenıyise be termed interest
bearing credit. in other words, instead of offering a base price and
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charging interest on overdue payments, they would revert to the
device of inflating the base price and offering discounts on what
they would term early payment). ·
(4) The educatio!'lal level and experience of the management.
(5) The peculiarities of the trades. {Different trades have established different bases for trading, as for example the thread
trade, which is conducted on the bases of payment in advance of
delivery, as contrasted to the metal industries in which trading is on
the basis of ninety days credit with discounts offered. for early
settlement).
(6) The willingness or (and} ability of the firm to adopt modern
. principles of business (e.g. marketin9, finaoces, accounting . and personnel rnanagement}.
j7} Management style (How the management deals with the particular sociological and psychological characteristics of its staff).
(8} · The extent to which the managemeht depends of the corisma
of its members.
(9) The policy towards retirement among individual managers
(the extent to which managers are prepared to pass on thei.r position
to others and to effectively retire from the running of the business}.

(10} Analysis of division of labour (Authority and delegation of
authority).
(11} Sources of capital {How capital was raised}.
(12) The e.xtent to which outside capital is used and the ratio
between own and outside -capital.
· (13} How profits are dispersed.
(14) The factors governing the foundation of capital.
(15} The extent to which the business ·is accustomed to using
credit (in Turkey certain types of businesses customarily borrow
while others do not}.
(16) The relationships between an increase in capital and turnover (and profitability).
(17) The relationship between profit and turnover.
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(18) The financial
stocking.

implications of traditional practices and

This survey which is recently being conducted by the lstanbul
Chamber of Commerce, will, it is hoped, offer some statistical basis
'from which some sort of analysis can be made. The primary goal is
perhaps to achieve a better definition of the concept of a small
business within the Turkish- context. The result will. alsa indicate
to what extent the questions are valid and elicit the .i nformation
by the Chamber of Commerce. Furthermore, it will become clear how
far small businesses are prepared to cooperate with outside .agencies
who may be seen to be prying into what moy be seen as private
affairs. in this last matter, it must be remembe.red that Turkish small
businesses are notoriously afraid of too cl.ose a scrutiny by outside
agencies; particularly government agencies . and hıost of ali the inland revenue service. it is not known at this point whether these
factors will frustrate the survey; but the Chamber of Commerce is
nevertheless optimistic enough in believing that any information is
better than none and that no matter show distorted the results may
be, they will nevertheless provide some sort of basis for further
research into this important sector of the Turkish economy.
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